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Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:
 
Seems  Doc Brant has started something with his quad bypass. Noah Rush has done the same
thing. He is now home and resting - what else is there to do with covid around? Our hopes for a
quick recovery to Noah. 

The lockdown is winding down - this week it ends east of the GTA, next week in the west, and the
week after for the GTA. If things go well. We'll keep you posted about matches.

On the gun ban front, the temporary injunction sought by the CFFR was dismissed, and to add
insult to injury, they were directed to pay the legal costs of the crown. And apparently there is
buyback legislation on the way. 

Rule Review

Question:   If you have a shotgun squib, is there any way you can safely and legally
                    keep shooting?

Answer:  There several ways you can continue shooting depending on the shotgun
                  type and circumstances.

SxS Shotgun Options

1. Use the unobstructed barrel to finish the stage.
2. Prove to yourself and the RO that the barrel is not obstructed by both of you being able to

see down the barrels.  Both of you must visually verify that the barrels are clear.
3. Safely clear the blockage without breaking the 170˚.

Single Barrel Shotgun Options
A single barrel shotgun shooter is allowed to clear a suspected squib from the barrel on the clock
to make it safe and complete the stage. Both the shooter and the RO must visually verify that the
barrel is clear.

Further clarification:

A. If an RO stops a SxS shooter with a squib in one barrel and orders the shooter to ground
the shotgun, should the shooter get a reshoot due to the option to use the clear barrel? 
 Yes

B. If an RO refuses to allow a single barrel shooter to make the shotgun safe by clearing a
squib from the barrel, should the shooter get a reshoot?   Yes

Question: With an 1897, how would "both the shooter and the T/O visually verify and confirm that
the shotgun has a CLEARED barrel in order to safely continue using the shotgun?”

Answer: If a visual check down the barrel is impossible (as with the 97 Shotgun) tossing
something down the barrel (like a rifle round or using a rod or bore snake) may be the only way to
"visually verify and confirm" that it is clear.  To look down from the muzzle is
obviously NOT a SAFE method of doing so (it would involve SWEEPING the T/O with an "empty"
firearm = SDQ).  Also, blowing the wad out of the barrel from the muzzle end (as some have
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asked!) is NOT a SAFE method either of clearing a shotgun squib.  This would be
considered "Unsafe firearm handling". Penalty is a Stage DQ.

This is what happens when you try to shoot out a squib in a shotgun.

You can get my latest covid updates here.

The classifieds are still busy - check it out and do your bit - some bargains are already gone.

You can help fight the gun ban by supporting advocacy groups such as The Gun Blog The
Canadian Shooting Sports Association, The Canadian Coalition for Firearms Rights or the
National Firearms Association (among others). If you want to donate to any of the legal
proceedings fighting the bans, there is info here.

Next Matches: Covid cancelled till further notice

Details are on the OSASF Website
Contact us here
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